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SUMMLRY

The definitions of flexural center, torsional center,
elastic center, and elastic axis are discussed. The cal-
culation of elastic centers is dealt with in principle and
a suggestion is made for the design of shear webs.

I~TRODufjTIoN .

The use of the elastic axis as a convenient means of
aiding in the stress analysis of airplane wings is becom-
ing increasingly general. ~lthough the term l[ela~tic
axisl’ is frequently used, perusal of stress analyses shows
that there is little agreement on its exact definition.
This lack of agreement entails different methods of compu-
tation, different methods of experimental verification,
and sometimes differences of opinion concerning the re-
sults. In order to clarify the terminology, the terms in-
volved are discussed in the present paper. Some sugges-
tions on design methods are made incidentally.

FLEXURAL CENTER - TORSIONAL CENTER - ELASTIC CENTER

‘For the sake of simplicity, the case of a cantilever
beam of constant section loaded by a single concentrated
transverse load or by a couple at,some section along the
axis will first be considered. The case of a straight
cantilever beam with constant section and loaded at tho
tip is the only one that ‘has as yet received theoretical
treatment.

The flexural center of a section is defined as that
point of the section through which a concentrated bending
load must act in order to produce only bending deflection,
no twist at the section (fig. 1).
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If a torsional load (a couple) is applied at the same
section, the section will rotat,o about some point of the
section. This point is called the ‘Torsional contcrlf
(center of shear, ”contor of twist, fig. 2).

For a prismatic %ar so loaded that the assumptions
of the ordinary theories of bending and torsion hold, the
flexural and torsional. centers coincide, Thich can easily
be proved lly considering the elastic energies of %ending
and of torsion or by equivalent considerations (reference
1) ● Actually, these assumptions aro always violated” at
the support as well as at the loal. As a result, tho two
cantors do not exactly’ coincide even in prismatic bars.
This fact, obvious from an examination of--tho assumptions
involved., has been experimentally verified. The distance
between the two centers depends in practical cases chiefly
on the relation betwoon the length of the bar (from sup-
port to load) and the dimensions of the cross section.

.

If the distance between the flexural center and the
torsional center is sufficiently small to be nogloctod for
practical purposes, the’ averago location of the two c~n-
tors will. horeinaftcr bo called tho ~elastic ccntorll of

tho section. The elastic center i~, in practice, calcu-
lated as tho flexural.center, as will be shown later in

s

moro detail.

In built-up thin-walled structures, somo parts bucklo
h

far below the design loads and no longer carry their full
s’hare of the load. This condition is taken care of in the
design by assuming afi-ff.effective section, l)in which every
part carries tho full share of the load dictated by the
laws of the ordinary theory of bending or of torsion, a~
the c-as6-”m~”be. There iS no relation, however, between
the effectivo sections for bonding and torsion; both
change with the magnitude of the load, and consequently
the relation between the flexural center and. the torsional
center changes with the loading condition. It Is evident,
then, that in a thin-walled structuro subjoctod to largo
loads,. the assumption of an elastic contcr may give only a
very rough picture of the true conditions.

THE I!LASTIC AXIS
●

The elastic axis of an airplane wing is defined as
*
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the spanwise line along which loads must be applied in
order to produce only be-riding, no torsion-of tho wing &t’-
any station along the spnn (definitional) . We shall now
intiestiga”fo’under what conditions an ela-~tIc ax- may be -
said to oxtst. In order to simplify the ““argumon-F””asmuch
as possible, the simple 2-spar wing structure shown in
figure 3 will be used as a basis for the discussion. ThiS

restriction,to a simple type of “structure wi_ll not itivali-
date the generality of the conclusion because ii w~l be
shown that an elastic axis in the commonly used senso of
the Word does not exist in the general case.

.’

Let us consider first the load case shown i-~ ~~g~re 3,
a single concontrqtod load located at a givep-dis.tance
from the root. Qbviously, it will bo possiblo to fin~ a-:
chordwise lo~ation for this load such t@t the deflections
of the t,wo spars aro equal at the load station, ‘f~6.’, SU ch
t-hat tho:wing has no twist at th~ load” s~”atlon.

...— —_lrTi .-.

equally obvious, howevor, that there will bQ a twi-s% at
all “other statio-ns along ‘tho qpan. :-.-Oonsquontly,y, in the.
general case of e,_wing.with .varia~le cross..s-~ction, defl.- -
~Jti6~ .1 of the elastic axis is ina–tiplica%~e TtiZhe casg.
where onlY a s.inele concentrated load acts. ‘.

Let us consider next the ‘case of ““abending load dis-
tributed uniformly alon~-the span. A uniformly “distribut-
ed load acting on the front spar wI1l produce a deflection
curve t-hat can be calculated. Tho con’di~i’o’n-o~ ‘n’o~s t - ‘“‘-

-—

in the wing at any station can now ‘be fulfilled %y d-ist-rib~
r utin’g the load on the rear spar in such a manner that t.he-—.—.— .-—

rear spar has the same d~fleclii-o-ti”‘curve as the ‘Fr-on–~-s“p–ar,’
The distribution curve for the load on the rear spar can

.—

bq calculated from the stiffness properties of tho .s~ar”;“-
the relation between the load per unit span length on the

_.-.

front and on the roar spars at any station along thti spa-n-
defines tho elastic axis of t,he wing. J?’oran-y g-i+Fn c-ofi---
tinuously distributed bending load, an elastic axis can bq
foua&. .

I?OW let us replace the uniformly distributed load on
the front spar by a different one, say, for example, a
load with trianfilar” distribution. Again it will be pos-
sible to calculate the deflection curve of the front ‘s-pa=- -

———_

and to calculate a load distribution for” the rear spa_r
such that the roar spar has the same deflection curve.
The condition of equa,l deflection curv.es,.’ho-wcver; A=lroady
complotcly determines the “loading curvii on ‘th-erear spar–j”-”..
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it is impossible to tilfill at the same time the condition
that the relation bet-en front and rear loading curves
shall be the same at any station, i.e., the resulting elas-
tic axis for the triangular loading will dif,fer from that
for uniform loading. =6 position of the elastic as-is va-
Qies if the loadin~ distributi=~hang~,.—

In the case of the idealized 2-spar wing considered.
thus far, torsion of the wing is due to differences.. $n.th~
deflection curves of the spars. In a practicable 2-spar
wing, the sparq would. be forced by the ribs to twist, ‘but
the torsional stresses arising would be of small impor-
tance if the spars had small torsional stiffnesses indi-
vidually (e.g., I-baams) .. The importance of the torsional
stresses increases as these torsional stlffnqsses increase
(individual box spars), and the torsional stresses become
very important in the case of shell wings. In wfngs of
the shell type a serious difficulty may arise. If the

~1of the wing is curved, it is ImpossibleIlstructural axis
to separate :bending stre~ses from torsional “stresses; the
terms IIbendingll.’and~ltorsionl~ lose their identity. W-
~ith a curved structural ( )elastic
Lo

.a~is are not amenable---
calculatl”on on the ba~ of”.the ordinary

——
—— theories of

bending and torsion. No “attempt will therefore be made to’
define the structural ,axis in t-he general case because
suck a definition would serve no useful purpose.

Finally, attention should also be called to the fact
that the ordinary formulas for bending anclfiorsio.nal
stresses in any beam do not hold near points of disconti-
nuity in loading (concentrated loads) or in cross section
(cut-outs; root-section) . The errors due ~.o.the.use of
the ordinary theories, however, “become, negligible at some
distance away from the point of–discontinuity if this dist-
ance is of the same order of magnitude as the cross-sec-
tional dimensions of the beam.

Definition 1 of the elastic axis has probably”never
been u.zed to determine the elastic axis of a wing by cal-
cuiati(]u or by experiment because it involves too much
labor. The following definition has teen generally sub-
stituted.: Tho elastic axis of a wing is the locus of the
elastic centers (definition 2),

In view of the conclusion previously reached that
definition 1 is not a~plicable to the case where a single
concentrated load act~, the :su.bstitution.of definition ~
for definition 1 is not &stifiable, in the ~eneral case.

.

●

.

●

,

●
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It is strictly correct “only in the case of-’a ‘wing ‘with
constant section. In practical casesits use is often
permissible, hoyever, if the IOCQS of the centers is”at
least approximately str”aieht. “

—-— ____.-
——

—

To,aummarize the findings,; it’ may be said That the
use of the elastic-axis method’of “’sti%ss ~nti~y~is-’c~e
expected to give reasonably close !r&sults only if the
following conditions ar”e met: : ““-”

.— ..—
. . -. .-...

1. The load distribution .must’be s“ensibly the same
for the various ’load cases investigated. .

2. ,The elastic axis must be without large dis.conti:_
nuities and must be sensibly straight (andat
right angles to th~ root section for invest”i-”
gating the region near the root.) - ““-”., . . .. .. .,,

3. Attention must be paid to possible shiftiqg of
the elastic axis owing to partial bucklfng at

—

high stresses.

The foregoing rem+rks are not intended to disco_gr-
age entirely the use of the elastic-axis” method”, They”
are intended, however, to emphasize that this method is -
inherently very approxirnative and must therefore be Us%d-”- -
with caution and “judgment.

-----
. ..—...”

CALCULATION OF TEE ELASTIC CENTER

AS stated before, the problem of calculating the
elastic axis of a wing is reduced, for practical purposes,
to the problem of calculating the elastic center of any
section of the wing. —— ---.L__

In a wing with two or more indepe:d~nt spars (fig. 4),
a load at any arbitrary point causes mainl~ %-ending
stresses and bending deflections in the” spars. x“i”ig”olj-
vious that In this case the elastiic center is lo”cated at

.-----.

the centroid of the bending stiffnesses of the spars, or
at the centroid of t-ne moments of inertia if all spars
are of the same material and shear deflections are negli-
gible. If the shear deflections are not negligible, cor-
responding corrections must le made. :——.— ---==—=

This simple method of calculating the elastic center
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of a spar-type wing. has f~equently b“eenapplied to-.shell-
type wings by dividing the >r”o”fila into Strips (fig. 5)
and asshming that the material in each strip acts as hn
independent spar. This method is’ fundamentally incorrect.
The material at the top and at the bottom in any one strip ,
cannot possibly act as an: independent beam unless there is
a connecting shear web, a web being an indispensable part
of a beam. If there is no shear web in a strip, the shear
stress must detour sideways until it does meet a shear
web; the total resultzrnt of these shear stresses must co-—. .—
~ncide with the external shear. furce acting on the .sect~n
if there is to be no torsion. The elastic center is
therefore determined as the centroid of the shear forces,
not of the moments of inertia of the flange material. The
detbured components of” the shear forces exert a twisting
couple, which must be counteracted by offsetting tho ex-
ternal load from the point that would have boon t-he elas-
tic center if the proper shear webs had been provided for
each strip. .. .

.
For simple- shapes with ‘~statically determinate~ dts-

tri.bution of the normal stresses (fig. 6), the elastic
center can be quite easily calculated. The load is re-
solved Into a component P in the beam direction A~ - &
(sho~ on the figure) anda component in the chord dfrec-
tion Aa - AA (not shown) . For the beam componont P,
tho flange lies on the neutral axis and can be dis-
regarded. Th~ shear duo to P is distributed over the
nose N and the web W; the portion carried by each is
detorminod by the condition that the shear strain of the
nos~ part N between Al and A2 must be equal to tho
shear strain of the web W between the same two points
(reference 2) , br .“

f
‘N ‘N = fs~ Sw “

(assuming nose and web to be of the same material) . Two
elementary integrations show that the resultant shear
force on the nose. iS (fig. ?)

and is located at the distance
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from the plane of the web. ,
..__

In these equations fa is the shear str’ess; s, the pe~
imeter as shown in figure 6;. h, the height o-f t,he no&e-
part (fig. 7); t, the wall thickness; and ‘A; “the area
included by the profile.’ The subscripts N and W refer
to the nose and web parts, respectively.

Locating the resultant of the 6hear forces in nose
arnd web then gives one line ofi which tho elastic center
lies; repetition of the process for the chorti component
gives a second line; the elastic center is thus determined.

.
E’or more complicated arrangements of. the flange mate-

rial , the calculation becomes moro involved and more doubk
ful because the distribution ,of the normal streeses in
such built-up sections is pot very “well es~ahlished. An
idea of the po”ssi~-le ~rors uay be obtained from the fact
that a number of careful tests and calculations (reference

.
3) on comparatively simple shapes similar to figur~ 6 gavo

> discrepancies in the location of the elastic axis of about
4 15,percent of the box chord or about 5-percent of the wing -

chord. These calculations were made more carefully than.
usual and fog some of them the shearing stiffnesses of the

‘\ webs were fir”st experimentally determined; it therefore
seems safe to “conclude that routine calculations of elas-
tic centers for wings as shown. in figure 5cannof at prese-
nt be expected to give tho lo”cat-ion of the elastic center
with a poesible error much less than 10 percent of the
wing chord unless careful corrections based on tests of
very similar wirigs are made..,

The fundamental factor determining the distribution
of the shearing stresses and consequently the locatton of
the elastic center is the shear strain of the component
parts, which in turn depends on the shearing stiffness of
these parts. For a plate without lightgg:ng holes and
heavy enough to withstand buckling, or for truss-type
webs, the shearing stiffgess is,independent of the load,
i.e., the strain is proportional to the load applied un-
til the proportional limit of.!tho material is reached.
For webs with round or oval lightening. hol.es and for webs
that buckle into diagonal-tension. fields, there is no pro-

,..

pcrtionality- between strain arid ‘load; it wou~d soom very
desirable to take this fact into account by using the . ...

--
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shearing stiffnesses actually prevailing at tho design
loads. The best way to obtain the load-deformation curvo
of a proposed type of web is to build up and test a box as
sketched in figure 8. The walls of the boy should consist
of identical specimens of th6 web and the length should be
sufficient to give an easily measured tvist. The eff%cts
of restrictions due to the load arms-should be reduced by
making. the distance between the pointers and the load arms
sufficiently large (about twice the depth of the box) .

It might be remarked here that tests on wings with
two or more shear webs have shown that tho t-rzrflin”g.edge
portion aft of the rear shear web is practically ineffec-
tive in bending as well as in torsion and that it should

be neglected in the analysis. The nose portion also loses
much of its efficiency at high loads but not enough to
justify-neglecting it.

When the load-deformation diagram is curved, the term
l!stfffn~ss~l needs to be defined. Inasmuch as the state of
stress considered is assumed to be reached by increasing
tha load continuously from a low value to the design load,
it seems reasonable to use the average stiffness between
zero load and design load and to define it as the constant
stiffness that the member should have in order” to store

..

the same amount of strain energy as the actual member when
loaded to the design load. There are objections to this
procedure, but it tends to create a design hav~ng uniform

t
r

s-tiffness properties in addition to uniform strength
throughout the structure. It is conceivable, of course,
that such uniformity may not be desirable in certain ex-
ceptional cases,

DESIGN OF SH?!L4RWMBS

One of the most vexing problems, of shell-wing design
is the question of proportioning the shear webs. Several
methods of “design and hnalysis are now in use but none is
strictly rational. Pending a more thorough investigation
of the problem by theory and experiment, the f~~lowi.ng
suggestions may be made.

Shell wings are now and probably for some ttme to
come will be analyzed und.e.rthe as6Rmption that they obey
th”e-”l&ws o~fihe”ordinary theory of bending; i .e. , that the

.
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normal stress is proportional to the distance from the “
neutral axis. The distribution of the flange material ab-
sorbing the bending skresses is fixed by the desfgner, who
is guided by manufacturing or structural. considerations.
In order to insure maximum stz%c~ur-al efficiency-, the
shear webs should now bo designed so that the section
obeys as C1OSO1Y as possible the assumed laws of bend~”ng.- ‘-
This end is achieved by making the effective shear sttff-
ness of each web proportional to the bending stiffness of”
the flange material belonging to the web.

-----

—

The exact amount of flange material to be assigned to
each web is somewhat uncertain. Striqgers locateci some
distance away from shear webs are less efficient than
those located close to shear webs, owing to the shear de-
formation of the skin. For the present purpose, however,
it is probably sufficiently accurate to draw the d~vision
lines halfway between the shear -webs, unless the skin
thickness changes between webs or the depths of adjacent
wabs are very different.

—-—

The shearing stiffness of the we% may be expei”Z-men-
tally determined, if necessary, as discussed under Calcu-
lation of the Elastic Center. If webs of different char-
acteristics are employed in one wing (e.g., solid webs and
lightened webs), it may, of course, be necessary to-modify
the design obtained from considerations of stiffness be-
cause one type of web may show permanent set or” local faii- ‘.

...._ures .

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics,

r Langley Field, Vs., February 26, 1936.
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